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Abstract15

Since the introduction of the extremely intense X-ray free electron lasers, the

need for low noise, high dynamic range and potentially fast charge integrating

detectors has increased significantly. Among all the problems that research and

development groups have to face in the development of such detectors, their cali-

bration represents one of the most challenging and the collaboration between the

detector development and user groups is of fundamental importance. The main

challenge is to develop a calibration suite that is capable to test the detector

over a wide dynamic range, with a high granularity and a very high linearity,

together with a certain radiation tolerance and the possibility to well define

the timings and the synchronization with the detector. Practical considerations

have also to be made like the possibility to calibrate the detector in a reasonable

time, the availability of the calibration source at the experimental place and so

on. Such a calibration test suite is often not represented by a single source but

by several sources that can cover different parts of the dynamic range and that

need to be cross calibrated to have a final calibration curve. In this respect an

essential part of the calibration is also to develop a mathematical model that

allows calibrating the entire dynamic range, taking into account features that
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are calibration source and/or detector specific. The aim of this contribution

is to compare the calibration for the AGIPD detector using several calibration

sources such as internal current source, backside pulsing, IR pulsed laser, LED

light and mono-energetic protons. The mathematical procedure used to cali-

brate the different sources will be discussed in great detail showing how to take

into account a few shortcomings (like pixel coupling) that are common for many

charge integrating detectors. This work has been carried out in the frame of the

AGIPD project for the European X-ray Free Electron Laser.

Key words: 2D Detector; Instrumentation for FEL; X-Ray Detectors; Hybrid16

pixel detector; Detector calibration.17

1. Introduction18

In this contribution a mathematical model for the calibration of a charge19

integrating detector will be developed and the comparison between several cal-20

ibration sources will be shown. The detector that has been used for the case21

study is the AGIPD (Adaptive Gain Integrating Pixel Detector) [1][2] detector22

developed for the European X-ray Free Electron Laser (EuXFEL) [3]. Differ-23

ent calibration sources and their combination for the calibration of large-format24

X-ray imagers for the EuXFEL over a wide range has been discussed also in [4].25

The EuXFEL operates with pulse trains at a fundamental repetition fre-26

quency of 10 Hz. Each pulse train consists of up to 2700 X-ray photon pulses27

with a temporal separation of 222 ns, corresponding to a frame rate of 4.5 MHz28

(total pulse train duration 600 µs). Each photon pulse has a duration of < 100 fs29

(rms) and contains up to 1012 photons in an energy range between 250 eV and30

25 keV. On one hand, these singular and innovative features open the way to31

new scientific opportunities, but on the other hand set extreme challenges for32

the development of the detectors [5]. AGIPD is a 2D hybrid pixel detector sys-33

tem developed to fulfill the requirements of this XFEL. To cope with the large34

dynamic range (from now on DR) the first stage of the ASIC is a charge sensitive35

preamplifier with three different gains that are dynamically switched by means36
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of a comparator [6]. To provide the same data quality as a single photon counter37

and to be limited by the statistics, the noise of the detector has to be below the38

Poisson limit over the entire DR. This was confirmed by measurements. To cope39

with the 4.5 MHz pulse rate an intermediate in-pixel memory is needed and is40

realized with two analog storage cell matrices (one to store the information of41

the pulse height and one to store the information of the gain) of 352 storage cells42

occupying around 80% of the pixel area (200 x 200 µm2). Another consequence43

of the high speed, as will be shown and explained in the next sections, is that44

the open-loop low frequency gain of the preamplifier is limited (average value45

< 15) and therefore a not negligible coupling between the pixels is present.46

Due to all the features just mentioned, AGIPD represents the perfect test47

case to try, compare and assess different calibration methods and find advantages48

and weak spots of the different techniques.49

The first aim of this contribution is to develop a mathematical model for50

the calibration of the DR of this detector. This will be done in two steps: first,51

develop an ideal case model and in a second phase implement a correction to take52

into account the coupling between the pixels that is critical for this detector.53

After that compare different calibration methods and sources in terms of the54

aspects listed above. All the measurements shown in this paper are acquired55

on the same pixel and the same storage cell, at the same temperature (20 ◦C),56

gain (standard gain mode, explained later) and the same sensor bias voltage of57

240 V. The version 1.1 of the AGIPD ASIC [7] was used.58

The calibration method used for the AGIPD detector is explained in [8].59

This paper is organized as follows:60

• Sec. 2: general explanation of the working principle of the AGIPD ASIC;61

• Sec. 3: ideal case calibration;62

• Sec. 4: absolute calibration in the HG region by means of fluorescence63

photons;64

• Sec. 5: capacitive coupling between pixels;65
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• Sec. 6: source properties;66

• Sec. 7: general overview of the calibration sources;67

• Sec. 8: DR scan with the internal current source;68

• Sec. 9: DR scan with an LED light;69

• Sec. 10: DR scan pulsing the backside of the sensor;70

• Sec. 11: DR scan with an IR pulsed laser;71

• Sec. 12: DR scan with a pulsed monoenergetic proton beam;72

• Sec. 13: offset obtained by triggering the gain switching without signal.73

• Sec. 14: comparison of results.74

A summary will follow in Sec. 15.

Figure 1: AGIPD scheme and working principle. The writing and reading sections are high-

lighted.

75
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2. AGIPD working principle76

The working principle of the AGIPD ASIC has been explained in [2], how-77

ever, the “writing section” (see Fig. 1), from the input to the storage cell, is78

explained here in more detail since the calibration depends entirely upon its79

working principle. The “readout section” (from the pixel buffer to the output80

of the ASIC) has a gain that does not depend on the incident radiation and81

therefore constitutes only a constant scaling factor in the calibration process.82

For the rest of this paper we will refer to the entire on-chip readout chain, from83

the input of the preamplifier to the output of the fully differential offchip driver,84

as the analog readout chain.85

The first stage of the amplification chain is a charge sensitive preamplifier86

with three different gains that are dynamically switched, depending on the num-87

ber of incoming photons, by means of a comparator. The working principle is88

shown in Fig. 2.89

Figure 2: Working principle of the preamplifier and the comparator. The three gain regions

(high, medium and low) are visible. The number of photons indicating the three different

regions are arbitrary since the switching threshold can be adjusted and there might be also

variation in several parameters (offset, gain etc.) from pixel to pixel.

At the beginning of the acquisition, only a small capacitor is connected in the90

feedback loop of the preamplifier, resulting in the maximum sensitivity (gain)91
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which is proportional to 1
Cfb

. In the ideal case (preamplifier with infinite open92

loop gain) a gain in terms of output voltage as a function of the energy released93

by the photons impinging on the considered pixel can be expressed in the form:94

Gpre[
V

eV
] =

Vout,pre

Eph
=

q

ϵ · Cfb
(1)

Where ϵ represents the mean energy for the e− − h+ creation (3.62 eV/couple95

in Si) and q the elementary charge. The first gain is called high gain (HG) and96

Cfb = CHG. In this region, the noise is the lowest and it has an average value97

of 320 e− rms, which allows having single photon resolution at 12.4 keV with98

a signal to noise ratio of around 11. When the number of incoming photons99

further increases and the level of the output of the preamplifier reaches the100

threshold of the comparator the first gain switching occurs. The gain switching101

is obtained by adding a capacitor in parallel to the first feedback capacitor102

(Cfb = CHG +CMG) obtaining a lower gain at the price of higher noise. In the103

second gain region, called medium gain (MG) region, the sensitivity is reduced104

and the single photon resolution (at the target energy of 12.4 keV) is lost but it105

is possible to reach a higher dynamic range without running into the saturation106

of the preamplifier. However, if the number of photons further increases at the107

level that the comparator threshold is reached again a second gain switching108

occurs adding a second capacitor in parallel to the first two and resulting in a109

third gain region, called low gain (LG) region where Cfb = CHG+CMG+CLG.110

In this region the sensitivity is minimum and the dynamic range and the noise111

are maximum. The mechanism just described allows to have at the same time112

single photon resolution (at the target energy of 12.4 keV) in the HG region and113

reach almost up to 104 x 12.4 keV photons in the LG region. The preamplifier114

is followed by a correlated double sampling (CDS) stage that allows to remove115

the reset noise of the preamplifier and provide an additional gain factor. The116

user can select between standard gain mode (maximum DR, the one chosen in117

this contribution) or high gain mode (less noise) of the CDS and this will not118

change during the acquisition.119

Fig. 3 describes the full writing cycle highlighting the main timings. In the120
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Figure 3: Writing cycle timings. In the real case the clock frequency is 100 MHz (1ck = 10 ns).

The integration window and the settling time are highlighted, as well as the reset phase of

the preamplifier and the CDS stage. In light blue the time between the two reset phases. On

the right side there is a sketch of the writing section and a single memory cell, with the three

access switches. In dotted light blue are the ON resistances of the switches.

real case, the clock frequency is around 100 MHz (1ck = 10 ns). Before the121

acquisition of every single image, the preamplifier needs to be reset for 60 ns122

to completely remove the charge on the feedback capacitor. The CDS stage is123

kept in reset for 20 ns longer than the preamplifier to remove the reset noise of124

the preamplifier. Therefore there will be 20 ns in between the two reset phases125

where the preamplifier is active and the CDS stage is still in reset. The effect of126

photons arriving during this phase on the calibration will be discussed is Sec. 9.127

There are three switches to access every single storage cell, each one with its128

own ON resistance, therefore a certain time is required to sample the full signal129

into the storage cells. The time between the release of the reset of the CDS130

and the disconnection of the storage cell (by means of the last switch) is called131

integration window and in the real case, this is 130/140 ns. The time between132

the arrival of the signal (radiation or electrical stimulus) and the disconnection133

of the storage cell is called settling time. The settling time is the time the134

writing section has to amplify the signal and write it into the storage cell. The135

time to write the signal into the storage cell is not negligible due to the finite136
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ON resistance of the access switches. The results of a too short settling time137

were shown in [2] and will also be briefly discussed in Sec. 9.138

To perform all the measurements that will be shown in this contribution,139

a single chip test readout system has been used. This system is different from140

the readout system used for the final detector at the EuXFEL, in particular,141

the maximum clock frequency of the test system is 80 MHz (Tck,test = 12.5 ns).142

The clock frequency at which the AGIPD ASIC is running is half of the one of143

the test system or 40 MHz (Tck,ASIC = 25 ns). Due to this fact, the EuXFEL144

timings cannot be perfectly reproduced with the test system. However, the145

ASIC was programmed in a way that the relevant timings (e.g. the minimum146

reset time of preamplifier and CDS, the integration time and the settling time)147

were respected. In particular, with the described test system it is possible to148

introduce a “wait-at” and a “wait-for” to “freeze” the writing cycle at a given149

point for a certain amount of clock cycles, in unit of the test system clock or150

12.5 ns. In all the measurements the nominal integration time is 137.5 ns (if151

changed it is explicitly mentioned) and the settling time is 125 ns.152

3. Ideal case calibration153

Due to the working principle just explained above the calibration requires154

in the ideal case the determination of 6 parameters per pixel: 3 gains m## and155

3 offsets q## (see equations (2), (3) and (4)).156

yHG[ADU ] = mHG[
ADU

keV
] · xHG[keV ] + qHG[ADU ] (2)

yMG[ADU ] = mMG[
ADU

keV
] · xMG[keV ] + qMG[ADU ] (3)

yLG[ADU ] = mLG[
ADU

keV
] · xLG[keV ] + qLG[ADU ] (4)

Where xHG, xMG and xLG are the portions of the x-axis belonging to the157

HG, MG and LG regions respectively.158

Due to the storage cell to storage cell variation another 2 parameters per159

storage cell are required for the readout section. One to factorize the gains and160
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one for the offsets. Note that for practical use of the detector these equations161

have to be inverted to determine the total energy (or number of photons) from162

ADU and the used gain.163

In order to have as few parameters as possible to represent the calibration164

curve, the linearity of the measured system output curve is important. The165

measured linearity of the output curve can be affected by several factors:166

• Linearity of the analog readout chain;167

• Linearity and granularity of the calibration source;168

• The parameter used to scan the DR.169

The first one is obvious since the output of the ASIC can be mathematically170

seen as the convolution between the input signal and the pulse response of the171

analog readout chain and therefore, any non-linearities in the analog readout172

chain are reflected in the measured system output curve. The same is true for173

the non-linearities of the calibration source (second point) however here a more174

detailed discussion is needed and will be done in Sec. 7. The last point concerns175

the way the measurement is done, i.e. which parameter is used to scan the176

DR and how this can influence the linearity of the output. As will be shown177

in Sec. 8 and 9, one of the parameters that can be used to scan the DR is178

the integration time. In this case, if any reference (voltages or currents on the179

ASIC) are changing in time this might reflect as a non-linearity of the output180

curve even if this is not strictly related (or not only) to the analog readout chain181

or the calibration source.182

4. Absolute gain calibration in HG region: fluorescence photons183

The best and easiest way to obtain an absolute calibration in the HG region184

in terms of a conversion factor mph[
ADU
keV ] is to irradiate the detector with fluo-185

rescence photons of possibly different energies and fit the main emission peaks.186

In Fig. 4 and 5 the spectra acquired with Mo and In fluorescence photons are187
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shown. The noise peak (black), three Mo and two In peaks respectively were188

fitted and a conversion factor mph = (12.455 ± 0.007) [ADU ]
[keV ] was obtained.189
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Figure 4: Spectrum acquired with Molybdenum (17.5 keV) fluorescence photons on one pixel.

Three peaks are fitted to extract the absolute calibration factor in the HG region.

Fluorescence photons are essential to provide an absolute calibration factor190

in the HG region however even with higher photon energies and more photon191

peaks it is not possible to explore more than the initial part of the HG (in192

this case 52.5 keV). Furthermore, the noise in the MG and LG does not allow193

single photon resolution, therefore, to calibrate the detector one has to use other194

means for the lower gains.195

One of the problems of the calibration is the coupling between pixels. This196

problem was shown in [11] and is also present in the AGIPD detector.197

5. Pixel to pixel coupling198

From now on we will refer to the pixel under test as central (CE) pixel and to199

the pixels around the central pixel as the neighboring pixels as in Fig. 6. When200
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Figure 5: Spectrum acquired with Indium (24.2 keV) fluorescence photons on one pixel. Two

peaks are fitted to extract the absolute calibration factor in the HG region.

a certain amount of charge is generated in the sensor by the incident radiation,201

even if this is entirely collected by the CE pixel (no charge sharing effect), the202

virtual ground potential changes due to the low dc gain of the preamplifier,203

inducing a signal in the neighboring channels through the coupling capacitors.204

This charge signal is taken away from the central channel. The coupling has205

been modelled in various ways in strip detectors [12][13][14]. In hybrid detectors206

also parasitic capacitances of the connections between the ASIC and sensor or207

on the ASIC have to be taken into account. However, in the case of AGIPD208

these are negligible.209

To explain the capacitive coupling we use a simplified model with three210

pixels. We will refer to Fig. 7 where:211

• Qtot is the total charge generated in the sensor by the incident radiation;212

• Qi, Qi+1 and Qi−1 are the charges collected by the central channel (i) and213
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Figure 6: 3 x 3 pixel cluster considered. The central (CE) pixel is the one under test. The

others are the eight neighbors. UL = upper left, UP = upper, UR = upper right, LE = left,

RI = right, LL = lower left, LO = lower, LR = lower right.

the two neighbors (i+1 and i-1);214

• Cback is the coupling of a pixel with the backside of the sensor assumed215

to be the same for the three pixels;216

• Ccoup,i+1 and Ccoup,i−1 are the coupling capacitances between the central217

pixel and the two neighbors. This capacitances can have small variations218

from pixel to pixel;219

• Gi, Gi+1 and Gi−1 are the open-loop gains of the preamplifiers.220

The coupling can be explained in 6 steps (indicated by the circled numbers in221

violet in Fig. 7):222

1. The charge is generated in the sensor by the incoming radiation. The223

negative charges are collected at the backside while the positive ones are224

collected by the central channel (i);225

2. The charge is integrated on the feedback capacitor of the preamplifier;226

3. There will be an output voltage signal proportional to the collected charge;227

4. Due to the finite gain Gi the input node of the preamplifier is not an ideal228

virtual ground therefore there will be a residual voltage error signal on the229

input of CE;230
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5. Because of the presence of the coupling capacitances between the different231

pixels, and the voltage at the input of CE, a charge is induced in the232

neighboring channels. Due to variations in the coupling capacitance the233

induced charge might be different for every pixel. Moreover the charge234

induced in the neighboring pixels is taken away from the central channel;235

6. An output signal appears at the output of the neighboring pixels.236

In this picture the voltage variation of the input node of the neighboring237

pixels due to the finite gain of their preamplifier has been neglected since this238

is a second order effect that produces a variation of less than 1%. We want239

to stress that this effect does not have to be confused with the charge sharing240

between the different channels. The coupling effect is in fact due to the change of241

the pixel potential at the input due to the low DC gain of the amplifier. Charge242

sharing however refers to the case when the charge generated by the photons243

is collected by several pixels due to different physical effects such as diffusion,244

Coulomb repulsion or simply photons impinging at the border between pixels.245

The coupling effect can be noticed in Fig. 8 and 9 where the 2D maps of the246

energy measured by the CE pixel with respect to the RI and the UL pixels are247

shown. It is clearly visible that in correspondence of the Mo photon peaks on248

the CE pixel a percentage is also measured by the RI pixel. This is due to the249

coupling explained before. For the UL pixel, this effect is reduced. In general,250

for the 4 pixels in the corner (UL, UR, LL, LR), this effect is reduced because251

the coupling capacitance is roughly a factor of 4 smaller with respect to the one252

of the pixels at the 4 sides (UP, LE, RI, LO). To properly calibrate the system253

we have to evaluate the real conversion factor that takes the coupling between254

the pixels into account. By not doing so one would not conserve the total charge255

(Qtot in Fig. 7) and therefore the energy released in the sensor by the incoming256

radiation.257

Referring to Fig. 8 and 9 the slope of the line connecting the centers of the258

distributions can be evaluated:259

∆yi
∆x

=
Eneigh,i

ECE
=

Qneigh,i

QCE
= ki (5)
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Figure 7: Scheme of the capacitive coupling between three pixels.

Where ki is called coupling factor (of the CE pixel with the neighbor pixel i).260

The total energy can be expressed as:261

Etot = ECE + Eneigh,tot = (1 + ktot) · ECE (6)

In (6) we have defined Eneigh,tot =
∑8

i=1 Eneigh,i and ktot =
∑8

i=1 ki as the262

total energy collected by the eight neighboring pixels and the total coupling263

factor of CE to these pixels. We can define a fractional charge c as the fraction264

of the energy (charge) going into the neighboring pixels with respect to the total265

energy released (generated charge):266

c =
Eneigh,tot

Etot
=

Eneigh,tot

Eneigh,tot + ECE
=

ktot
1 + ktot

(7)

The total coupling ktot, in the HG for the CE pixel is 0.118 ± 0.003 (or267

11.8% with an uncertainty of 3%) and apart from the border pixels, it is not268

changing significantly over the entire chip. The main source of variation comes269

from the electrical parameters (such as transconductance and threshold) of the270

input transistors that directly affect the DC gain of the preamplifier. The frac-271
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Figure 8: 2D map of the energy measured by the RI pixel vs CE pixel. Clearly visible is the

slope of the line (dotted black) connecting the centers of the distributions in correspondence

of the single Mo (17.5 keV) peaks.

tional charge can be directly calculated from (7) and is 0.1056 ± 0.0026. The272

conversion factor mph measured for a given pixel (CE) in the way described in273

Sec. 4 is connected with the energy measured by that pixel ECE and is for the274

CE pixel (12.455 ± 0.007) [ADU ]
[keV ] . The real conversion factor is connected with275

the total energy Etot and from (6) and (5) we can obtain the real conversion276

factor:277

mph,real = mph · (1 + ktot) =
mph

1− c
(8)

For the CE pixel, this has a value of (13.925 ± 0.041) [ADU ]
[keV ] .278

6. Calibration source properties and impact on the detector calibra-279

tion280

There are important aspects to consider when comparing different calibra-281

tion sources and the output curves (DR scan in our case) obtained with them:282

1. Testable DR;283
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Figure 9: 2D map of the energy measured by the UL pixel vs CE pixel. The slope of the line

(dotted black) connecting the centers of the distributions in correspondence of the single Mo

(17.5 keV) peaks is almost negligible with respect to the RI pixel case.

2. Linearity of the calibration source;284

3. Granularity (capability to finely test the DR);285

4. Verifiability, meaning that the source performance can be verified inde-286

pendently from the detector;287

5. Stability (in amplitude and/or time);288

6. Time for calibration (how much detector area can be tested in a certain289

amount of time);290

7. Availability “in-situ” (at the experimental site);291

8. Synchronization (e.g. trigger to define the timings with respect to the292

detector);293

9. Radiation tolerance (of the source).294

Above mentioned are all the critical points that one should consider when295

choosing the calibration source. In the rest of this contribution we will mention296

only the critical points for the specific sources. The points 2) and 3) need a297
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more in depth discussion.298

The linearity of the calibration source is essential to measure the output299

curve and calibrate it. In some cases it is not possible, e.g. for the on-chip300

sources, to independently measure the linearity of the calibration source. There-301

fore it is very important to use different calibration sources to verify the calibra-302

tion and to understand where the non-linearities are coming from, i.e. if they303

arise from the calibration source, the analog acquisition chain or from the way304

the measurement is performed (e.g. varying the integration time).305

Another important aspect about the “quality” of a calibration source is its306

granularity, i.e. the capability of the calibration source to finely sample the DR.307

A source that is very linear but has a coarse granularity can only sample the308

DR with few points and in turn the non-linearity of the output curve might be309

overseen. Therefore, a figure of merit given in the next sections will contain the310

granularity of the source for a uniform sampling and/or the last and the first311

point before and after the gain switching to give a quantitative idea of how well312

the critical areas for this detector are sampled. These numbers will be given313

in addition to the linearity of the output curve in terms of maximum positive314

and negative deviations (in number of 12.4 keV photons) in the fitted range (all315

these results are collected in the summary Table 19).316

7. General overview of the calibration sources317

The sources that have been used and compared to calibrate the DR are:318

1. X-ray photons;319

2. Internal current source;320

3. LED light;321

4. Internal pulsed capacitor;322

5. Sensor backside pulsing;323

6. IR pulsed laser;324

7. Pulsed monoenergetic proton beam.325
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The internal pulsed capacitor are not used here, the measurement results326

can be found in [8].327

In the list above the first five sources are in principle usable to calibrate328

the full detector system while the last two are not. This is mainly due to329

the non-availability of this sources in-situ (i.e., at the experimental place) and330

the limited number of pixels that can be probed per unit of time. Therefore,331

these two sources were used only for comparison to and verification of the other332

calibration sources. These two sources were chosen because of their capability333

to simulate a high level of charge injection in the sensor, comparable to the334

one of the EuXFEL. This allows to test the pixel response under XFEL like335

conditions when a beamtime at the EuXFEL is not available. Moreover, both336

these sources are pulsed, providing a perfect synchronization with the detector337

readout timings.338

The internal current source and pulsed capacitor are directly on-chip and339

they are usually extremely flexible due to the fact that they are fully pro-340

grammable. Due to these advantages they are the perfect candidates to cal-341

ibrate the full detector system. The main disadvantage is that the parameter342

used to scan the DR is the integration time, making the current source sensitive343

to offset drifts that are integration time dependent. The main disadvantages344

of the on-chip pulsed capacitor (see [8]) is the limited DR that can be probed345

and the relatively high non-linearity. Another important aspect to keep in mind346

(specifically for the on-chip calibration sources) is that there might be an offset347

due to switching the source on that has to be taken into account to have a com-348

mon starting point for the calibration of all the sources. Moreover, the on-chip349

sources cannot be tested separately to assess their performance and they might350

be very sensitive to radiation damage.351

The LED light has been chosen as a potential calibration source thanks to352

its capability to uniformly irradiate a vast area of the detector and its time353

stability. As for the current source, the parameter used to scan the DR is the354

integration time, therefore, the same problems as for the current source are355

present also for this source. The two main disadvantages are its asynchronicity356
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(i.e., no trigger) and the need to remove the Aluminum from the backside of357

the sensor leaving the detector sensitive to (visible and IR) light.358

The sensor backside pulsing was a solution proposed in [16] that is, in terms359

of the working principle, very similar to the on-chip pulsed capacitor with the360

only difference being that the pulsing capacitor is the sensor itself. This tech-361

nique showed many advantages such as the very high linearity, the independence362

from the ASIC and the use of the sensor capacitance that is intrinsically highly363

radiation tolerant. The main disadvantages are the limited DR that can be364

probed and the simultaneous injection in all the pixels.365

8. DR scan with internal current source366

One of the possibilities to scan the DR is to use an on-chip current source367

to inject a constant current into the input (virtual ground) of the preamplifier.368

By changing the integration time, the charge injected increases proportionally369

and therefore it is possible to explore the entire DR.370

On the AGIPD ASIC a current source per pixel has been implemented. It371

is fully programmable both in strength and timings (switch on/off). Moreover,372

also the pattern in which pixel a current is injected can be modified. Concerning373

the injection circuitry, the 64 x 64 pixels of the ASIC are divided into 64 sub-374

matrices of 8 x 8 pixels each (see Fig. 10). All sub-matrices are repeated over375

the entire ASIC, i.e. all sub-matrices are identical. The current source can376

be activated by means of a logical AND between two signals (TIROWM and377

TICOLM) obtaining an injection in a single pixel (total of 64 pixels on the entire378

ASIC) or single/multiple rows/columns, up to the entire chip. This feature379

makes the current source very flexible on one hand. However, because of the380

inter pixel coupling, an injection pattern dependent calibration of the output381

curve is needed.382

The scan of the DR using the current source has been done for different383

injection patterns, changing the integration time. The calibration concept and384

the results will be shown for the two extreme cases of 64 and 4096 pixel injection385
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Figure 10: Possible programmable injection patterns that can be used to inject the current

source in different number of pixels. The injection patterns are shown for a 8 × 8 pixels

sub-matrix and can be chosen by means of programmable 2 × 8 bits programmable signals

(TICOLM and TIROWM). The number of pixels injected per ASIC are: a) 64, b) 256, c) 512,

d,e) 2048 and f) 4096.

(patterns a) and f) of Fig. 10). These two patterns correspond to the single pixel386

injection (CE injected and 0 neighbors) and injection in the entire ASIC (CE387

and all its 8 neighbors injected). It is worth to mention that, since the current388

source requires power from the ASIC, in case of a high intensity setting and389

many current sources switched on, this might generate a power drop across the390

chip that can not only affect the calibration but might also cause changes in391

the chip behaviour with respect to operation without current sources (e.g. the392

DR can result to be different). For the specific ASIC described in this paper, to393

properly scan the HG region (have enough points given the granularity of the394

clock) the current injected is in the order of a few tens of nA, resulting in a power395

consumption that is negligible with respect to the total power consumption.396

The DR was scanned by changing the integration time in steps and changing397

the integration time step three times as shown in Table 1 for the 4096 pixels398

injection case. In the first column of Table 1 the integration time steps are399

given in number of 80 MHz clock cycles. As can be seen there is a start and400

stop point, and a delta (∆) that is the granularity in number of clock cycles to401
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sample the interval between start and stop. This is the integration time that402

is used to integrate the current injected by the current source into the virtual403

ground of the preamplifier. This time has to be added to the 137.5 ns integration404

time that is used as default value. The step size is then reported in ns in the405

second column and in number of 12.4 keV photons in the third column (number406

calculated by using the procedure shown in Sec. 8.1). The reason for different407

integration time steps is to finely sample the HG region, and in particular, the408

area after the first gain switching and then sampling the MG and LG regions409

with more coarse steps to reduce the measurement time. Despite the coarse410

steps, the MG and LG regions result to be well sampled (in terms of number of411

points) since the gain is lower. The best achievable granularity for our system412

(with the clock frequency of 80 MHz, 1 ck = 12.5 ns) and the minimum current413

intensity is around 1.5 x 12.4 keV photons.414

Table 1: Integration time steps used for the current source injection

(Start : ∆ : Stop) [# CK] ∆ [ns] ∆ [x 12.4 keV ph.]

(4 : 2 : 82) 25 3.05

(84 : 50 : 2184) 625 76.3

(2234 : 160 : 10234) 2000 244

A relevant problem with the current source switched off is the variation of415

the offset with the integration time. The red curve of Fig. 11 shows the offset416

variation, measured in the HG region, as a function of the integration time.417

As can be seen, this variation is highly non-linear (maximum variation around418

300 ADU) and, if not corrected, it produces a strong non-linear output leading419

to a wrong estimation of the offset and the gain. To correct this effect, for420

every single acquisition time the variation of the offset has to be subtracted. In421

doing so, one has to be careful that the offset variation has to be acquired in422

the same gain region (HG, MG or LG) as the point that we want to correct. To423

clarify one can imagine that if the offset variation is due to a drift of a reference424

voltage after the preamplifier then the offset variation is independent from the425

gain region we are in. If for example, the offset variation is due to the leakage426
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Figure 11: Offset variation in the HG as a function of the integration time for normal operation

mode (red), with preamplifier in reset (black) and with both preamplifier and CDS stage in

reset (green).

current of the input transistors of the preamplifier or the sensor or a shift of the427

virtual ground then the offset variation will depend on which working region we428

are in. This correction is very time consuming since every single pixel switches429

at a different time so the offset has to be acquired in the correct working region430

for every single pixel. From the measurement shown in Fig. 11 where the offset431

was measured as a function of the integration time keeping the preamplifier and432

then the CDS stage in reset, it is evident that the offset variation is due to drifts433

both before and after the preamplifier therefore a gain region dependent offset434

has to be acquired.435

8.1. Calibration436

As already mentioned in Sec. 8 the calibration of the data acquired with437

the current source is dependent on the injection pattern used. In Fig. 12 the438
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effect of the inter pixel coupling is well visible. All the curves are acquired on439

the same pixel, with the same current intensity, but with a different injection440

pattern on the chip. The curve with the highest slope (light blue squares) is441

acquired injecting the current source in all the 4096 pixels. In this case, part of442

the charge injected in the CE pixel is given to the neighboring pixels because443

of the coupling, however, the same charge is given back to the CE pixel by the444

neighboring pixels in which a current is also injected. Therefore, in this case445

there is no charge lost to the neighbors, neglecting the second order effect of the446

pixel to pixel non-uniformity of the current source. In the case of single pixel447

injection (the curve with the lowest slope), the charge lost to the neighbors by448

the CE pixel is not given back resulting in a lower slope. Another important449

assumption is that the current generated by the current source is always the450

same whether the injection is made in a single or more pixels. This assumption451

is reasonable due to what was stated about the current consumption in Sec. 8.452

The individual coupling factors between the CE pixel and each single neighbor453

has been determined in order to calculate the proper coupling factor to use in454

the different cases.455

The further calibration procedure consists of the following steps:456

1. Subtract the offset variation as a function of the integration time in HG;457

2. Extrapolate a linear fit of the curve in the HG to the offset acquired with458

the minimum integration time;459

3. x-axis (IntTime) correction (translation to move the origin to x=0);460

4. x-axis calibration (scaling to map integration time to charge);461

5. y-axis (Amplitude) correction (scaling to account for the charge loss to462

neighbors).463

Since in the MG and LG region the feedback capacitors of the preamplifier464

are bigger the coupling in these two gain regions can be neglected. Therefore,465

the following procedure is only applied in the HG region. As already mentioned,466

step 1) provides a curve with better linearity. Performing this, the measurement467
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Figure 12: Zoom of the HG region of the DR scan obtained with the current source injection.

The different curves are acquired on the same pixel but with a different injection pattern on

the chip. The red arrow indicate the direction of increase of the number of injected pixels.

The curve with the lowest slope (black squares) is acquired injecting the current source in

one pixel every 64 while the highest one (light blue squares) is acquired injecting the current

source in all the 4096 pixels. All the other curves are obtained injecting the current in 512,

1024, 2048, 3072 and 3584 pixels.

errors on offset and amplitude have to be considered to compute the measure-468

ment error of the new corrected amplitude. Step 2) consists of extrapolating469

the crossing point between the DR scan curve and the offset acquired with the470

minimum integration time that correspond to the output signal when no charge471

is injected, i.e. when the integration time is 0. Step 3) consists of correcting472

the x-axis by the difference of the crossing point and 0 such that:473

x#pix,new [#CK] = (x#pix,old − xcross,#pix) [#CK] (9)

This step allows having a common 0 on the x-axis and takes into account the474

offset of the calibration source, which in the case of the current source is due to475
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Figure 13: Extrapolation of the crossing point (green) between the offset acquired with the

minimum integration time (black) and the HG scan (blue) for the CE pixel for 4096 pixel

injection and after the offset variation subtraction.

the charge injected by switching the source on. In the two extreme cases this476

is:477

xcross,64pix = (−6.345 ± 0.006) [#CK]478

xcross,4096pix = (−6.231 ± 0.006) [#CK]479

Step 4) consists of converting the x-axis from time to energy (keV orN × 12.4 keV ph.)480

and considering the curves in Fig. 12, in the HG region one can write:481

y64[ADU ] = m64[
ADU

#CK
] · x64,new[#CK] + q64[ADU ] (10)

y4096[ADU ] = m4096[
ADU

#CK
] · x4096,new[#CK] + q4096[ADU ] (11)

For the equations (10) and (11):482

x64,new[#CK] = x4096,new[#CK]483

y64[ADU ] ̸= y4096[ADU ]484
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m64[
ADU
#CK ] ̸= m4096[

ADU
#CK ]485

To calibrate the output curves obtained with the current source we can first486

assume that by making a linear fit of the curves the offset q#pix can be measured487

and subtracted:488

(y64 − q64)[ADU ] = m64[
ADU

#CK
] · x64,new[#CK] (12)

(y4096 − q4096)[ADU ] = m4096[
ADU

#CK
] · x4096,new[#CK] (13)

Moreover:489

m64[
ADU

#CK
] ∝ Inom − Icoup

CHG
(14)

m4096[
ADU

#CK
] ∝ Inom

CHG
(15)

Where Inom is the nominal current injected in the virtual ground of the pream-490

plifier and Icoup is the current lost by the considered pixel due to the coupling491

and since I ∝ Q (the current is proportional to the charge):492

Icoup = c#pix · Inom = c · Inom (16)

Where c#pix is the coupling factor that depends on the pattern of injection493

which in the considered case is c as defined in equation (5). From equations494

(14), (15) and (16):495

m64 ∝ Inom · (1− c)

CHG
= m4096 · (1− c) (17)

The equation (17) can be used to calibrate the x-axis:496

x64[keV ] =
m64[

ADU
#CK ]

mph[
ADU
keV ]

· x64,new[#CK] (18)

x4096[keV ] =
m4096[

ADU
#CK ]

mph,real[
ADU
keV ]

· x4096,new[#CK] (19)

Where mph and mph,real are defined as in the equation (8). Equations (18) and497

(19) represent the calibration of the x-axis since:498

x64[keV ] = x4096[keV ] = x[keV ] (20)
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From equations (18), (19) and taking into account the equation (20) one can499

correct the y-axis (that is the point 5) in the steps listed above) in the HG500

region and from equations (12) and (13) with few calculation:501

y64,cal [ADU ] = [(y4096 − q4096) · (1− c) + q64] [ADU ] (21)

Equation (21) represents the new y-axis in the HG region when the current is502

injected in only 1 pixel per sub-matrix. When the current is injected in all the503

pixels no correction has to be applied to the y-axis.504

In Fig. 14 the output curves (CE pixel) obtained for the same injection505

patterns of Fig. 12 and calibrated by just applying a simple calibration using506

the same correction factor mph for all the curves, i.e. neglecting the coupling507

between the pixels. By doing so all the curves are aligned in the HG region508

however the error on the slope and offset are propagated to the MG and LG.509

The current source data have been calibrated with the procedure explained510

in this section and the results of gains (slopes), offsets and errors by linearly511

fitting the calibrated curves are reported in Tables 2 and 3. The calibrated512

output curve for the 4096 pixel injection pattern is shown in Fig. 15.513

Table 2: Gains and offsets in MG

#Pix inj. Gain [ADU ]
[keV ]

Offset [ADU ]

64 0.3674 ± 0.0001 8071.6 ± 0.1

4096 0.3825 ± 0.0004 8110.8 ± 0.7

Table 3: Gains and offsets in LG

#Pix inj. Gain [ADU ]
[keV ]

Offset [ADU ]

64 0.07661 ± 0.00002 8462 ± 1

4096 0.0756 ± 0.0001 8574 ± 5

As can be seen, there is a difference of gains and offsets for the two differ-514

ent injection patterns that is not within the measurement error. This can be515

explained by looking at Fig. 16 and 17. In Fig. 16, the calibrated curves for the516

two extreme injection patterns (64 and 4096 pixels) in the MG region as well as517
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Figure 14: Output curves for the CE pixel for different injection patterns and calibrated using

the same conversion factor mph, i.e. neglecting the coupling between the pixels. By definition

the curves are aligned in the HG region however the error on the slope and the offset are then

propagated to the MG and LG regions.

the linear fit (between 80 and 1200 x 12.4 keV ph.) are shown. As can be seen518

from Fig. 17, where the remainders of the fit are shown, there is a clear bending519

of the curve (non-linearity).520

9. DR scan with an LED light521

Another easy way to explore the DR is to illuminate the sensor with an in-522

tensity stable LED light, generating continuously in time charge in the sensor.523

This source is completely independent from the ASIC and therefore, it is radi-524

ation hard, does not require power from the ASIC and can be independently525

tested. To perform this measurement the Aluminum has to be removed from526

the backside of the sensor. This has been done on the prototype under test527

by chemical etching. Because of the removal of the Aluminum layer on the528
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Figure 15: Calibrated output obtained using the on-chip current source. This curve is obtained

with the 4096 pixel injection pattern.

backside of the sensor, the usage of this technique is very limited in practical529

applications.530

The measurement was done in the same way as it was done for the on-chip531

current source. The integration time was changed as in Table 4. As can be532

noticed, the first two columns of Table 4 are identical to the ones of Table 1533

while the third one is different. This is due to the intensity of the LED that534

is lower than the one of the current source, i.e. the charge injected per unit of535

time is a bit more than half of the one injected with the current source. This536

means that the granularity in this case is roughly 50% better and therefore the537

DR is more finely sampled. As for the current source this method is sensitive538

to a variation of the offset with the integration time.539

The LED light is a continuous source so it is not synchronous with the540

AGIPD ASIC (no trigger signal is provided). Even if at a first glance this seems541

to be a disadvantage it makes this source very interesting and worth to be shown542
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Figure 16: Calibrated output curve in the MG for the CE pixel for the two extreme injections

schemes (64 pixels and 4096 pixels). In black the linear fit of the two curves. Fit limits

(80,1200) x 12.4 keV ph.

Table 4: Integration time steps used for the LED light irradiation

(Start : ∆ : Stop) [# CK] ∆ [ns] ∆ [x 12.4 keV ph.]

(4 : 2 : 82) 25 1.67

(84 : 50 : 2184) 625 41.5

(2234 : 160 : 10234) 2000 133.6

and discussed in this contribution because of its consequences:543

1. The settling time (defined in Sec. 2) is by definition zero;544

2. Charge injection is present between the reset phases of the preamplifier545

and the CDS (when the preamplifier is active and the CDS is still in reset).546

The consequence of 1) is that the output of the CDS is sampled on the547

storage cell while this is still changing leading to a strong non-monotonicity548

of the response after gain switching (visible in the first few points, indicated549
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Figure 17: Remainders (in 12.4 keV ph.) obtained by subtracting the linear fit from the data

of Fig. 16, in the fitted range. In green the ±1%.

with the red arrows, after the first gain switching in Fig. 18 and also discussed550

in [7]). It has to be mentioned that these points after the gain switching are also551

visible because of the fine granularity of this source. Since the gain switching is552

happening at the preamplifier level, the consequence of 2) is that the preamplifier553

switches gain at different signals of the CDS, causing an unknown offset in the554

MG and LG regions. This fact is particularly important since it might limit the555

use of this kind of detector with non-synchronous sources, e.g. synchrotrons.556

9.1. Calibration557

Since the scan parameter is the integration time the calibration of this source558

is the same as of the current source with the injection in 4096 pixels (the illumi-559

nation is uniform in this case over the entire ASIC). The gains and offsets were560

extracted also in the case of the LED illumination keeping the same fit limits561

as for the current source. In Fig. 19 the MG range and the fit are shown and in562
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Figure 18: Calibrated output obtained irradiating the sensor with an LED. The red arrows

indicate few points after the gain switching that causes a non-monotonicity of the curve. This

is due to the fine granularity and the undefined timings, i.e. the settling time is zero.

Fig. 20 the remainders. As expected also in this case there is a visible bending563

of the curve. The fit results are reported in Table 5 and they differ from the564

one obtained with the current source more than the measurement error. The565

reason is, as already explained for the current source, the bending of the curve566

which is also slightly different from curve to curve. In addition, as explained567

in Sec. 9, the offset has also the unknown contribution of the charge integrated568

between the two reset phases of the preamplifier and the CDS.569

Table 5: Gains and offsets for LED light

Gain region Gain [ADU ]
[keV ]

Offset [ADU ]

MG 0.3614 ± 0.0003 7996 ± 1

LG 0.0835 ± 0.0001 8153 ± 6
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Figure 19: Calibrated output curve in the MG for the CE pixel for the LED illumination. In

black the linear fit of the two curves. Fit limits (80,1200) x 12.4 keV ph.

10. DR scan with sensor backside pulsing570

This technique has already been shown in [16] and used in [17]. It consists571

of AC-coupling a pulse generator to the backside of the sensor and to apply a572

voltage step of increasing amplitudes. In our case, a discrete components high573

voltage amplifier has been designed to amplify the voltage step from a waveform574

generator to provide an amplitude up to 35 V to the sensor. A trigger signal575

is provided by the waveform generator. The rising edge of the pulse has to be576

in the integration window, a settling time before the storage cell disconnection,577

and the falling edge of the pulse has to be outside this integration window, i.e.578

after the storage cell disconnection. Moreover, the pulse amplitude (in V) is579

limited by the high voltage applied to the sensor in order to avoid the forward580

bias of the sensor when the falling edge of the pulse occurs.581

The sampling variable is reported in Table 6. The authors would like to582
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Figure 20: Remainders (in 12.4 keV ph.) obtained by subtract the linear fit from the data of

Fig. 19, in the fitted range. In green the ±1%.

mention that the last point acquired in the HG region has been discarded,583

which is the reason of the apparent discrepancy between the granularity of584

1.95 x 12.4 keV photons reported in Table 6 and the delta of 3.9 x 12.4 keV585

photons between the last point in HG and first point in the MG reported in586

Table 19.587

Table 6: Voltage steps used for the sensor backside injection

(Start : ∆ : Stop) [mV] ∆ [x 12.4 keV ph.]

(25 : 25 : 1000) 1.95

(1025 : 100 : 8425) 7.8

Concerning the granularity, the time-to-calibration and the possibility to588

synchronize it with the detector, all the considerations made for the current589

source are valid for this source. Moreover, concerning the radiation tolerance,590

the uniformity of injection and the independence from the ASIC, all the consid-591
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erations are the same as for the LED light. The source itself (backside pulsing592

amplifier) can be independently characterized, especially in terms of linearity.593

This source makes use of the sensor capacitance as injection capacitance, which594

is highly radiation tolerant. The timings are very well defined and the measure-595

ment does not require the integration time to be changed, avoiding the more596

complex offset correction already mentioned for the current source and the LED597

light. This source is also easily available at the experimental site.598

The DR that can be probed depends on the maximum voltage step that can599

be applied to the backside of the sensor and the coupling capacitance between600

anode and backside. For this detector this is around 8 fF. With the designed601

amplifier, the maximum charge injection achievable (35 V voltage step) corre-602

sponds to ∼ 700 x 12.4 keV photons allowing to explore the dynamic range only603

up to the MG. As a consequence this technique works better for detectors that604

have a higher coupling between anode and backside such as strip detectors.605

10.1. Calibration606

Unlike the last two sources described the scan parameter is not the integra-607

tion time but the pulse amplitude. In this case, the calibration follows the one608

described in Sec. 8.1 from point 2) on, given that the x-axis is now in V, as is609

the offset to correct the x-axis. In this case, the offset is (6.440 ± 0.006) mV.610

The calibrated output curve is shown in Fig. 21. The first point after the first611

gain switching, indicated with the red arrow causes a non-monotonicity of the612

output curve in this point. In case the settling time is well defined and is above613

(or equal to) 125 ns, this happens when the charge injection cause the output614

voltage of the preamplifier to be very close to the switching point and therefore615

a gain switching can happen because of the noise, at a random time close to616

the disconnection of the storage cell. This behavior, in this ASIC, cannot be617

completely eliminated and can be seen only with a calibration source that has618

a granularity that allows to finely sample the DR.619

The fit results are reported in Table 7 (fit limits (80,500) x 12.4 keV photons).620

In Fig. 22 the remainders of the fit are shown. As can be seen, there is no621
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Figure 21: Calibrated output obtained pulsing the backside of the sensor. The high gain and

half of the medium gain region can be seen. The red arrow indicate a point after the gain

switching that causes a non-monotonicity of the curve. This point is visible thanks to the fine

granularity of this source.

bending of the output curve, i.e. the curve is very linear. This fact leads to two622

conclusions. First, the gain and offset obtained in the MG with this method are623

most probably more reliable. Second, since the linearity of the backside pulsing624

amplifier was tested separately and resulted to be better than 0.5% the bending625

observed in the MG region (in the range up 500 x 12.4 keV photons) for the626

other two sources previously shown can either be caused by the source itself or627

by a variation of internal references (currents or voltages) of the ASIC with the628

integration time.629

Table 7: Gains and offsets in the MG for backside pulsing

Gain [ADU ]
[keV ]

Offset [ADU ]

0.3739 ± 0.0003 7970 ± 1
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Figure 22: Remainders (in 12.4 keV ph.) of the linear fit of the backside pulse data in the

MG region, in the fitted range. In green the ±1%.

11. DR scan with an IR pulsed laser630

The DR has been tested on a single pixel level with an IR pulsed laser631

(wavelength λ = 1030 nm, absorption length Labs ≈ 341 µm). The wavelength632

of the laser has been chosen such that the absorption length is similar to that of633

X-ray photons (at the target energy of 12.4 keV) so that the real experimental634

condition at the EuXFEL could be reproduced in the lab.635

In our measurements, the ASIC test setup sends a trigger signal to a delay636

generator which in turn triggers the laser. In this way, an accurate delay scan (as637

the one shown in [2]) of the integration window can be performed and timings638

precisely defined. Moreover, the integration time is fixed avoiding any variation639

of the offset as a function of it.640

The laser beam has been focused on a single pixel (beam spot < 10 µm).641

The Aluminum was removed from the backside. The intensity of the laser has642
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been manually set to the maximum DR of the pixel and the beam has been643

attenuated with a set of independently calibrated filters. The calibration of the644

filters has been done by measuring the current of a diode from a standard sensor645

wafer. The sweep parameter, in this case, is the filter intensity (attenuation).646

Since in our setup there are only 60 possible combinations of filters, to make647

a fine scan of the DR, the intensity of the laser has been modified (lowered)648

manually 6 times and every single measurement has been calibrated for a total649

of 360 measurement points.650

Since the sampling of the DR is not uniform, a table to show the granularity651

of this source is not given as for the previous sources. Instead the last and652

first points before and after each gain switching (critical areas of the DR for653

this detector) are given. These numbers can be found also in Table 19. The654

granularity is given by the number of filters and by the number of measurements655

acquired at different laser intensities. For this detector a good sampling of the656

DR is achieved when the region after the gain switching is finely sampled in657

order to be able to see a deviation from the linear behavior or even a non-658

monotonicity. This is normally achieved for a number of measurements above659

5 (or number of points above 300).660

For our setup, an independent calibration of the filters is needed and its661

reliability over time has to be proven (different filter degradation, dust, etc.).662

11.1. Calibration663

In this case, the x-axis is in arbitrary units that are proportional to the664

current measured by the photodiode used for the calibration of the filters. Every665

single curve (6 in total) with 60 points has been fitted and the correction factor666

has been computed. The calibration then follows, as the backside pulsing, the667

points 2) to 5) in Sec. 8.1.668

The calibrated output curve is shown in Fig. 23. The first point after the669

first gain switching, indicated with the red arrow causes a non-monotonicity of670

the output curve in this point. As reported in Table 19 this point is at higher671

number of photons with respect to the first point sampled in the MG by the672
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sensor backside pulsing. The reason for this behavior is, most probably, the673

ionization profile and the charge transport in the sensor. The delay scan shows674

(see [2]) a rather smooth falling edge. This can lead to an error in the evaluation675

of the settling time of few nanoseconds producing this non-monotonic point (or676

few points) on the output curve.677

The fit results for the MG and LG are reported in Table 8. The fit ranges of678

the linear fit are (80,1200) x 12.4 keV ph. in MG and (1400,7000) x 12.4 keV ph.679

in LG. In Fig. 24 and 25 the remainders of the linear fit in the MG and LG680

regions are shown. As can be seen, the linearity is better in the MG when681

compared to the current source and LED illumination and in the LG a bending682

of the curve is visible. This might be due to a longer charge collection time at683

high intensity that can be avoided with sensor bias higher than the 240 V used684

for all the measurements. The main difference with respect to the other sources685

consists in the gain value in the LG region. This difference arises either from686

the different setup used for the filter calibration with respect to our setup, or687

from the degradation of the filters with time, affecting the long term stability688

of their calibration.689

Table 8: Gains and offsets for IR laser

Gain region Gain [ADU ]
[keV ]

Offset [ADU ]

MG 0.3743 ± 0.0004 7951.5 ± 0.1

LG 0.08954 ± 0.0003 8153 ± 1

12. DR scan with monoenergetic protons690

In this contribution, we investigated the possibility to use a pulsed monoen-691

ergetic proton beam as a diagnostic tool to explore the DR and compare the692

calibration curve with the other sources. Similar to photons in the HG range,693

protons serve as an absolute reference for the MG and LG ranges. We take694

advantage of performing tests with protons in air with a technique developed695

in [18] featuring a well defined proton extraction window and proton energy loss696
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Figure 23: DR scan obtained irradiating the pixel with an IR pulsed laser (wavelength

λ = 1030 nm) and moderating the beam with a set of independently calibrated filters. Every

point is the average of 1000 measurements. There are a total of 360 measurement points.

in air as a function of distance. The pulsed proton beam comes from the DE-697

FEL beamline [19] of the TANDETRON accelerator of LABeC (Laboratorio di698

Tecniche Nucleari per i Beni Culturali), located in Sesto Fiorentino (FI), Italy.699

Due to its fast electrostatic chopper, a pulsed proton beam can be created out of700

the continuous one coming from the accelerator. This is particularly important701

in case of the AGIPD detector since it can be synchronized with the proton702

beam and the timings, e.g. the settling time, can be very well defined (a trigger703

is provided from the chopper). Moreover, the minimum beam spot size has been704

measured [20] around (60 x 40) µm r.m.s. so it can be focused on a single pixel.705

The proton energy can be tuned in the range 1 MeV to 6 MeV (penetration706

depth in Silicon from 16 µm to 295 µm). Energies lower than 1 MeV can be707

obtained by tuning the distance between the detector and the exit window of708

the proton pipe, i.e. the length of the proton flight path in air.709
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Figure 24: Remainders (in 12.4 keV ph.) of the linear fit of the laser data in the MG region,

in the fitted range. In green the ±1%.

For this work, two target proton energies were chosen: 1 MeV and 3 MeV.710

The proton energy is very stable over the measurement time. In Fig. 26 a SRIM711

(Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter) simulation showing the ionization profile712

of 1 MeV protons in silicon for 10 different air thicknesses is shown, while Fig. 27713

shows the energy loss of 1 MeV protons as a function of the air thickness. Every714

single point of the curve of Fig. 27 is obtained by subtracting from 1 MeV715

the integral of the curve of Fig. 26 for the corresponding air thickness. For air716

thicknesses from 0 mm up to 10 mm the energy loss can be well described with a717

linear relation and from the linear fit (in red) the energy loss has been estimated718

to be 2914.74 [ eV
100 µm ].719

In Table 9 the energy collected (in keV) as a function of the air thickness (in720

mm) is reported. The attenuation for 1 MeV protons is very effective, reducing721

the energy released in the sensor by up to 30% when increasing the flight path722

from 0 mm to 10 mm of air. Moreover, since the gain switching point is around723
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Figure 25: Remainders (in 12.4 keV ph.) of the linear fit of the laser data in the LG region,

in the fitted range. In green the ±1%.

800 keV, it is possible to have a measurement point in HG with an air thickness724

above 7 mm.725

The energy attenuation with air is less effective (in %) for 3 MeV protons,726

therefore, the decision was to use the 1 MeV protons and moderate the beam727

with different air thicknesses to finely sample the first part of the MG and to728

have a measurement point in HG and the 3 MeV protons to explore up to the729

LG by using the proton multiplicity. The multiplicity itself also guarantees the730

linearity of the source. To scan the DR, one can tune the average amount of731

protons per bunch down to an average value well below one and up to several732

tens. The 1 MeV proton energy has been further reduced by interposing 3 mm,733

5 mm and 10 mm of air between the detector and the exit window, while for734

the 3 MeV protons the distance between the pipe and the sensor was 5 mm.735

The proton energies have been independently calibrated with an 241Am alpha736

source (5.486 MeV) and are reported in Table 10 together with an error that737
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Figure 26: Ionization profile in Si for 1 MeV protons for 10 different air thicknesses (reported

in Table 9). The right most curve is relative to 0 mm of air and the left most to 10 mm of air.

is estimated in the order of ± 1%. The difference with the simulated values738

reported in Table 9 is due to the initial proton energy that is slightly different739

from the nominal values.740

As for the IR laser, the sampling of the DR is not uniform therefore it is741

difficult to define the granularity. An information about the granularity is given742

in Table 10, assuming that whenever more than a single proton impinge on743

the pixel cluster, the energy released is a multiple of that given in the third744

column. As for the laser, useful information are the last and first points before745

and after each gain switching. As for the other sources these numbers can be746

found in Table 19. Although by modulating the proton energy with different747

air thicknesses the granularity of this source can be significantly improved with748

respect to the case of the measurement performed in vacuum and therefore with749
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Figure 27: Energy loss as a function of mm of air for 1 MeV protons. The points are obtained

by subtracting the area of the curves in Fig. 26 from the nominal energy of 1 MeV. From a

linear fit the energy loss is 2914.74 [ eV
100 µm

]

.

a fixed energy, it is still worse than the other calibration sources presented in750

this contribution.751

The temperature inside the experimental chamber has been monitored dur-752

ing the entire duration of the beamtime, and was found to be stable within753

a band of 5 ◦C. This, however had a negligible effect on the offset which was754

regularly measured during the beamtime.755

12.1. Gain stability with gain switching756

A first and very important result obtained using this source is the proof757

that there is no influence of the gain switching on the gain value. For this758

measurement, the proton beam has been focused on a single pixel and the data759

were acquired in normal operation mode (gain switching active) and with the760
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Table 9: Energy collected vs mm of air for 1 MeV protons

Air thickness [mm] Energy collected [keV]

0 987.78

1 961.1

2 933.96

3 906.75

4 878.67

5 850.04

6 820.81

7 791.04

8 760.07

9 728.6

10 694.73

Table 10: Proton energies from calibration with 241Am

Nom. En. [MeV] Air [mm] Cal. En. [MeV] Error [MeV]

1 3 0.917 ± 0.009

1 5 0.857 ± 0.009

1 10 0.718 ± 0.007

3 5 3.06 ± 0.03

gain fixed to the medium value. The nominal energy of the protons was 1 MeV761

and 4 proton peaks were fitted in both cases and the gain has been extracted762

by the linear fit shown in Fig. 28. The measured gain, within the error of the763

measurement, is the same whether the gain switching is active or not. It has to764

be noted that for this measurement an absolute calibration of the proton energy765

is not required.766

12.2. Calibration767

The calibration in the case of proton irradiation is a bit different since for768

high level of charge injection (several 1 MeV or few to several 3 MeV protons)769

the charge is not fully collected by the central pixel but also by the neighbors.770
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Figure 28: Comparison between the gain evaluated in the MG region with 1 MeV protons

with gain switching active (blue curve) and gain switching deactivated (red curve). The gain

has been evaluated in the first case by fitting four 1 MeV proton peaks and in the second case

by fitting also the noise peak. The offset between the two curves is caused by the absence of

charge injection from the gain switches when operating in fixed gain mode.

This is due to protons impinging close to the CE pixel edge or in one of the771

neighboring pixels. For the calibration of this source the whole pixel cluster of772

Fig. 6 is considered and for every frame (triggered by the DEFEL trigger) the773

signal in the neighboring pixels will be summed to the CE one in the following774

way:775

1. If all the 9 pixels are in HG: the frame is empty and discarded;776

2. CE pixel in LG, in this case:777

• If a single neighboring pixel is in LG the CE pixel did not integrate778

the major part of the signal so the frame is discarded;779
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• Check the neighboring pixels that are in the HG and sum their am-780

plitude after correction of the gain with respect to CE as:781

AHL =
∑

pix ∈ HG

[A(pix)−OHG(pix)] · grHG(pix) (22)

• Check the neighboring pixels that are in the MG and sum their am-782

plitude after correction of the gain with respect to CE as:783

AML =
∑

pix ∈ MG

[A(pix)−OMG(pix)] · grMG(pix) (23)

• The amplitudes are then summed to the amplitude in LG for the784

central pixel as:785

ALG,tot = ALG +AML · grLM +AHL · grMH · grLM (24)

3. CE pixel in MG, in this case:786

• If even a single neighboring pixel is in MG the CE pixel does not787

have the major part of the signal so the frame is discarded;788

• If all the neighboring pixels are in the HG their amplitude is summed789

after correction of the gain with respect to CE as:790

AHM =
∑

pix ∈ HG

[A(pix)−OHG(pix)] · grHG(pix) (25)

• The amplitudes are then summed to the amplitude in MG for the791

central pixel as:792

AMG,tot = AMG +AHM · grMH (26)

All the parameters introduced in the equations (22), (23), (24), (25) and793

(26) together with their definition and how they are evaluated can be found in794

Table 11. The gain ratio grHG has been determined using fluorescence photons,795

grMG and grMH using backside pulsing and grLM using the current source. In796

the case of 1 MeV protons, for 3 and 5 mm of air thicknesses, the same procedure797

described in 3. is applied. For 10 mm of air thickness, the procedure for the798
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Table 11: Meaning of the parameters

Par. name Definition Evaluation source

AHL Temporary amplitude referred to the CE

pixel in HG to be summed in the LG

See (22)

AML Temporary amplitude referred to the CE

pixel in MG to be summed in the LG

See (23)

AHM Temporary amplitude referred to the CE

pixel in HG to be summed in the MG

See (25)

ALG.tot Total amplitude of the CE pixel in LG See (24)

AMG.tot Total amplitude of the CE pixel in MG See (26)

A(pix) Analog output of the considered pixel Direct measurement

AMG Analog output of the CE pixel in MG Direct measurement

ALG Analog output of the CE pixel in LG Direct measurement

OHG(pix) Offset of the considered pixel in HG Direct measurement

OMG(pix) Offset of the considered pixel in MG Backside pulsing

grHG(pix) Gain ratio in HG between the considered

pixel and CE

Fluorescence photons

grMG(pix) Gain ratio in MG between the considered

pixel and CE

Backside pulsing

grMH Gain ratio between MG and HG for the

CE pixel

Backside pulsing

grLM Gain ratio between LG and MG for the

CE pixel

Current source

MG is the same as for 3 and 5 mm of air while for the HG all the amplitudes799

of the neighboring pixels are summed to the CE by using the grHG(pix).800

After treating the data in the way just described a Gaussian fit of the proton801

peaks is performed. In Fig. 29 5 and in Fig. 30 10 proton peaks (of 3 MeV802

nominal energy) are visible in MG and LG for the CE pixel respectively. The803

number of protons impinging the detector follows the Poisson statistics and the804

reason why this does not seem to be the case for the two distributions in Fig. 29805
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Figure 29: Proton peaks in MG for 3 MeV protons after summing the neighboring pixels to

the central one. 5 proton peaks are visible and fitted.

and 30 is because of the applied filtering treatment of the data described above.806

After all the peaks have been fitted, for all the proton energies and all the air807

thicknesses, the calibration data reported in Table 10 are applied. The result for808

all the three gain stages is shown in Fig. 31. In Fig. 32 and 33 the remainders809

of the linear fit in MG and LG are shown. As for the other calibration sources810

that are working with fixed integration time no bending of the output curve is811

visible either in MG or LG (the probed part). The results of the linear fit can812

be found in Table 12.813

Table 12: Gains and offsets for proton irradiation

Gain region Gain [ADU ]
[keV ]

Offset [ADU ]

MG 0.380 ± 0.002 7982 ± 6

LG 0.084 ± 0.002 8148 ± 66
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Figure 30: Proton peaks in LG for 3 MeV protons after summing the neighboring pixels to

the central one. 10 proton peaks are visible and fitted.

13. Offsets with triggered gain switching814

The easiest way to obtain the offset values in MG and LG is by triggering815

the gain switching during the integration window without any signal (charge816

integrated on the feedback capacitor). This is by definition the offset since it is817

the output value in a gain region (taking into account the charge injection due818

to the gain switching) without any signal charge integrated (see equation (3)819

and (4)). In the case of the AGIPD ASIC, this can be done by programming the820

gain switching to happen during the integration window (marked red in Fig. 3)821

using the control periphery. This method has the big advantage that the offsets822

can be obtained quickly with only 2 measurement points to be acquired instead823

of acquiring a full DR curve and performing a data analysis. This advantage824

is particularly relevant, because it allows acquiring the offsets in MG and LG825

for the entire system (1 Mpixel with 352 storage cells per pixel) even during826

an experiment, allowing to immediately check the stability of the system and827

have correction data at different times during the experiment to be used in the828
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Figure 31: DR scan obtained by irradiating with monoenergetic protons of different energies

and moderating the beam with different air thicknesses.

post-processing analysis. The offsets obtained with this method are reported in829

Table 13.830

Table 13: Offset by triggering the gain switching without signal

Gain region Offset [ADU ]

MG 8209.7 ± 0.2

LG 8503.4 ± 0.2

The main disadvantage of this method is that the gain switching happens831

with the preamplifier feedback capacitor in a different state (no charge inte-832

grated, VCf = 0 V) with respect to the real situation (VCf = few hundreds833

of mV). Since the MG and LG feedback capacitors are added in the feedback834

loop of the preamplifier by means of a transistor and the offsets with respect835

to the HG are due to the charge injection of these two switches, there might be836

a different charge redistribution caused by the different potential situation at837
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Figure 32: Remainders (in 12.4 keV ph.) of the linear fit of the proton irradiation data in the

MG region, in the fitted range. The green lines indicate a non-linearity of ±1%.

the two terminals (source and drain) of the transistors causing slightly different838

offsets. This is at the moment not supported by any data or simulation. To839

carefully study what is happening under these circumstances one should per-840

form detailed simulations of the charge injection under different conditions and841

crosscheck with experimental data. This has not been done and is beyond the842

scope of this contribution.843

14. Comparison of results844

In Table 14 the average gain (Av. gain) obtained with the different methods845

is reported together with the minimum and the maximum values and the per-846

centage variation for the MG and LG. In Table 15 the average offsets (Av. off)847

in [ADU] for the MG and the LG regions are reported together with the min-848

imum and the maximum values and the variation with respect to the average849
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Figure 33: Remainders (in 12.4 keV ph.) of the linear fit of the proton irradiation data in the

LG region, in the fitted range. The green lines indicate a non-linearity of ±1%.

(∆). In Table 16 the offset variations (min and max) are reported in terms of850

number of 12.4 keV photons by taking the (∆) of Table 15 and dividing it by851

the average gain reported in Table 14.852

Table 14: Gain variation (max/min) for different calibration methods

Gain reg. Av. gain [ADU
keV

] min [ADU
keV

](%) max [ADU
keV

](%)

MG 0.3733 0.3614 (-3%) 0.3825 (+2.5%)

LG 0.08185 0.0756 (-7.6%) 0.08954 (+9.4%)

Table 15: Offset variation (max/min) for different calibration methods in [ADU]

Gain reg. Av. off [ADU ] min(∆) [ADU ] max(∆) [ADU ]

MG 8042 7951(-91) 8209 (+167)

LG 8332 8148 (-184) 8574 (+242)

Table 17 summarizes the gains in MG and LG, obtained with the different853
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Table 16: Offset variation (max/min) for different calibration methods in [12.4 keV ph.]

Gain reg. min(∆) [12.4 keV ph.] max(∆) [12.4 keV ph.]

MG -19.7 +36

LG -181.3 +238.4

calibration sources and the relative variation with respect to the average values854

(also reported). Table 18 summarizes the offsets in MG and LG, obtained with855

the different calibration sources and the absolute variation in number of 12.4 keV856

photons calculated as for the Table 16.857

In Table 19 the information about the linearity and granularity are reported858

for the different calibration sources used. The linearity (2nd and 3rd column)859

has been reported in terms of maximum positive and negative deviation from860

the linear fit in the MG and LG region in the fitted range. The deviations861

from the linear fit are given in terms of number of 12.4 keV photons and are862

obtained by converting the deviations from the linear fit from [ADU] using the863

gain evaluated for the corresponding source in [ADU ]
[keV ] . Because for this ASIC the864

two most critical areas of the DR are the ones directly after the gain switching,865

the granularity has been reported in the (opinion of the authors) most synthetic866

and meaningful way for this detector that is in terms of the last and first points867

tested for each gain region (4th and 5th column).868

All the sources used, with their advantages, disadvantages and the scanning869

parameters are summarized in Table 20. The calibrated curves for the entire870

DR are shown in Fig. 34. For completeness, in Table 20 the DR scan using the871

internal (in-pixel) pulsed capacitor is mentioned even if it has not been shown872

in this contribution (see [8]).873

15. Summary874

In this contribution, two main subjects have been presented. First, the875

problem of the calibration of a fast, high DR, charge integrating detector with876

dynamic gain switching. Second, the comparison between different calibration877
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Table 17: Summary of all the gains and offsets obtained in MG and LG for all the sources.

Average values are also reported. In brackets the relative deviations with respect to the

average.

Calibration Method GainMG(∆) [ADU ]
[keV ]

(%) GainLG(∆) [ADU ]
[keV ]

(%)

Average values 0.3733 0.08185

Int. current source (64 pix) 0.3674 (-1.6 %) 0.07661 (-6.4 %)

Int. current source (4096 pix) 0.3825 (+2.5 %) 0.0756 (-7.6 %)

LED light 0.3614 (-3.2 %) 0.0835 (-2 %)

Sensor Backside Pulsing 0.3739 (+0.2 %) Only MG

IR pulsed laser 0.3743 (+0.3 %) 0.08954 (+9.4 %)

Pulsed monoen. proton beam 0.38 (+1.8 %) 0.084 (+2.6 %)

Gain sw. externally triggered Only offset Only offset

Table 18: Summary of all the offsets obtained in MG and LG for all the sources. Average

values are also reported.

Calibration Method OffMG(∆)

[ADU](12.4 keV ph.)

OffLG(∆)

[ADU](12.4 keV ph.)

Average values 8042 8332

Int. current source (64 pix) 8071.6 (+6.8) 8462 (+128.1)

Int. current source (4096 pix) 8110.8 (+14.9) 8574 (+238.4)

LED light 7996 (-9.9) 8153 (-176.3)

Sensor Backside Pulsing 7970 (-15.6) Only MG

IR pulsed laser 7951.5 (-19.7) 8153 (-176.3)

Pulsed monoen. proton beam 7982 (-13) 8148 (-181.3)

Gain sw. externally triggered 8210 (+36) 8503 (+168.5)

methods and sources, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of each878

one.879

Due to its features, AGIPD represents a perfect calibration test case. On880

one hand to investigate the different calibration sources and their capabilities,881

on the other for the need of the development of a mathematical model for the882
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Table 19: Deviations from linear fit and last and first points tested for each gain region. All

numbers are in N x 12.4 keV ph.

Calibration Method Max pos. dev.

MG\LG

Max neg. dev.

MG\LG

Last HG\First MG\∆ Last MG\First

LG\∆

Int. current source

(64 pix)

19.0 @x = 438.9 -21.2 @x = 1194.7 64.01\67.03\3.02 1270.3\1345.9\75.6

21.4 @x = 3628 -36.8 @x = 6773

Int. current source

(4096 pix)

15.1 @x = 442.9 -19.1 @x = 1129.6 61.40\64.45\3.05 1205.9\1282.2\76.3

26.2 @x = 4395 -41.6 @x = 6837

LED light 3.9 @x = 451.6 -12.1 @x = 119.5 61.36\63.03\1.67 1240.3\1281.8\41.5

14.2 @x = 6911 -28.4 @x = 5582

Sensor Backside

Pulsing

2.5 @x = 285.1 -2.5 @x = 332.4 60.56\64.46\3.9 584\Only MG

Only MG Only MG

IR pulsed laser 6.4 @x = 1010.9 -5.42 @x = 365.1 60.43\68.08\7.65 1179.6\1396.7\217.1

66.7 @x = 4238 -95.7 @x = 6895

Pulsed monoen. pro-

ton beam

9.7 @x = 443.8 -6.5 @x = 246.8 57.87\69.01\11.14 1233.9\1480.6\246.7

9 @x = 1481 -8.1 @x = 1974

data treatment. To perform its calibration, a basic mathematical model has883

been developed and shown in Sec. 3. A minimum of 6 parameters (3 gains and884

3 offsets) for every pixel plus 2 per storage cells are needed in the ideal case.885

This model is particularly suitable to keep the total number of parameters to886

calibrate the final system to a manageable level by assuming a simple linear887

model for the three gain regions. This basic model has then been modified to888

take into account the coupling between the pixels explained in Sec. 5.889

As can be deduced from the results and the discussion of this paper, often a890

calibration suite is not represented by a single source but by few sources that, by891

exploiting their different advantages can be used to calibrate the detector and892

mutually mitigate the weaknesses of single sources. The best way to calibrate893

this detector is to use the backside pulsing (best linearity) up to the maximum894

coverable injection level and then use the current source to cover the remaining895

part of the DR. Due to practical reasons this was not implemented in the final896

system and, therefore, only the on-chip sources have been used.897

The spread of the offset and gain with respect to the average value obtained898

by using all the sources presented, is partly due to the difference between the899
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Table 20: Comparison between different calibration sources. Advantages and disadvantages

Calibration Method Parameters Advantages Disadvantages

Fluorescence pho-

tons

• Energy • Absolute calibration in HG • Limited DR

• # photon peaks

Internal current

source

• Integration time • Programmable • Require power from the ASIC

• Flexible and easy to use • Potential non linearity at the

gain switching

• Well defined timings • Sensitive to offset drift with the

integration time

• Sensitive to radiation damage

LED light • Integration time • Independent from the ASIC • Removal of Al from backside

• Uniform illumination • Timings not well defined

• Radiation hard • Sensitive to offset drift with the

integration time

Internal pulsed ca-

pacitor (See [8])

• Pulse height (PH) • Programmable • Parameters like PH, risetime

etc. might vary a lot over the ASIC

• Flexible and easy to use • Limited DR due to limited PH

• Well defined timings • Bad Linearity

• Measure with fixed integration

time

• Radiation tolerant

Sensor backside

pulsing

• Pulse height (PH) • Independent from the ASIC • Limited DR due to limited PH

(35 V for the actual setup)

• Uniform injection • All the pixels pulsed at once

• The parameters of the pulse (like

risetime) can be adjusted

• Well defined timings

• Measure with fixed integration

time

• Best measured linearity

• Radiation hard (source) + radi-

ation tolerant (sensor capacitance)

IR pulsed laser • Laser intensity • Independent from the ASIC • Scan only few pixels

• Calibrated filters • Simulate charge injection as in

the real experimental case

• Potential drift of the laser pulse

height with time

• Well defined timings • Require calibration of the filters

• Measure with fixed integration

time

• Not available in-situ

• Radiation hard (source)

Pulsed monoener-

getic proton beam

• Proton energy • Independent from the ASIC • Scan only few pixels

• # Protons • Simulate charge injection as in

the real experimental case

• Not available in-situ

• Well defined timings

• Measure with fixed integration

time

• Radiation hard (source)

sources but mostly from the shortcomings/features of the detector under test900

(AGIPD) and/or the parameter used to sweep the DR. However, it has been901

demonstrated that with a careful data treatment that takes into account the902
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Figure 34: DR scan obtained with all the sources presented and discussed in this contribution.

main shortcomings (i.e. coupling and offset variation as a function of the in-903

tegration time in this paper) it is possible to obtain comparable results with904

a limited variation across the different methods/sources. This fact has been905

numerically quantified and summarized in Table 19 and can be visually seen in906

Fig. 34. Moreover, this variation can or might not be critical depending on the907

application. Due to these reasons, the authors would like to point out that what908

was presented in this contribution represents the first step or the initial calibra-909

tion of the detector. The calibration results obtained by using any of the sources910

presented and/or any mathematical model (depending on the detector) have to911
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be constantly checked against real experimental data. The collaboration and912

communication between the detector development groups and the user/scientific913

community using the detector is therefore of fundamental importance.914
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